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Abstract
The main goal of this paper is to outline a methodology of programming in dynamic
problem domains  The methodology is based on recent developments in theories of
reasoning about action and change and in logic programming  The basic ideas of the
approach are illustrated by discussion of the design of a program which veries plans
to control the Reaction Control System RCS of the Space Shuttle  We start with
formalization of the RCS domain in an action description language  The resulting
formalization A
RCS
together with a candidate plan   and a goal G are given as an
input to a logic program  This program veries if G would be true after executing
  in the current situation  A high degree of trust in the programs correctness was
achieved by
a the simplicity and transparency of our formalization A
RCS
 which made it
possible for the users to informally verify its correctness
b a proof of correctness of the program with respect to A
RCS
 
This is an ongoing work under a contract with the United Space Alliance  the
company primarily responsible for operating the Space Shuttle 
Keywords Action Languages Logic Programming Agents
  Introduction
The main goal of this paper is to outline a methodology of programming in
dynamic problem domains  based on recent developments in theories of actions
and change    These theories provide a basis for reasoning about worlds
inhabited by intelligent agents  ie  by entities that have goals they want to
achieve  actions they can perform  and knowledge of the eects of these actions
and of the surrounding environment
To perform nontrivial reasoning an intelligent agent situated in a changing
domain needs the knowledge of causal laws that describe eects of actions
that change the domain  and the ability to observe and record occurrences of
c
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these actions and the truth values of 	uents
 
at particular moments of time
One of the central problems of knowledge representation is the discovery of
methods of representing this kind of information in a form allowing various
types of reasoning about the dynamic world and at the same time tolerant
to future updates Our description of dynamic domains will be based on the
formalism of action languages Such languages  
rst introduced in   can be
thought of as formal models of the part of the natural language that are used
for describing the behavior of dynamic domains An action language can be
represented as the combination of two distinct parts an action description
language and an action query language A set A of propositions in an
action description language  called an action description  describes the eects
of actions on states Mathematically  it de
nes a transition system with nodes
corresponding to possible states and arcs labeled by actions from the given
domain An arc h 
 
 a  

i indicates that an execution of action a in state  
 
may result in the domain moving to the state  

 An action query language
serves for expressing properties of paths

of a given transition system The
syntax of such a language is de
ned by two classes of syntactic expressions
axioms and queries The semantics of the action language is de
ned by spec
ifying  for every action description A  every set  of axioms  and every query
Q  whether Q is a consequence of  in A  j
A
Q This relation is in general
non monotonic  ie addition of new information to A andor  can force a
reasoner to withdraw its previous conclusion about Q
Action theories can be used by system designers to specify domains in
which agents are expected to act and the desired behavior of the agents Such
speci
cations allow designers to reason about agents behavior and verify its
correctness Action descriptions and axioms can also be used to supply an
agent with the knowledge about its domain and its abilities to act This
knowledge can be used by the agent to assimilate observations  select goals 
plan to achieve the selected goal  and act accordingly Action theories also play
an important role in highlevel robot control languages A typical command
of such language  say  if  j
A
Q then execute action a refers explicitly to
action description A and axioms  containing current knowledge of the robot
and to the consequence relation of the corresponding action theory
In this paper the use of action description languages will be illustrated by
their application for modeling subsystems of the Space Shuttle This is an
ongoing work under a contract with United Space Alliance USA  the com
pany primarily responsible for operating the Space Shuttle For our initial
research we selected the Reaction Control System RCS of the Space Shuttle
An action description of the RCS was created and tested The resulting query
answering system is meant to allow 	ight controllers to automatically verify
plans for operation of the RCS Our goal was to create a system with several
important characteristics First it had to be usable by people without much
 
By  uents we mean timedependent properties of objects of a dynamic domain

By a path of a transition system T we mean a sequence  

 a
 
  
 
     a
n
  
n
such that
for any    i  n  
i
 a
i 
  
i 
is an arc of T  States  

and  
n
are called initial and nal
states of the path respectively

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training in Computer Science  and be easily modi
able and adaptable to mod
eling other subsystems of the Shuttle This was achieved by introducing users
to the syntax and informal semantics of action description languages and by
hiding all other details of implementation Second  we wanted to have a very
high degree of trust in the systems correctness Partly it was achieved by
the simplicity and transparency of our description of the RCS which made it
possible for people from the USA to informally verify correctness of our rep
resentation The corresponding plan checking program was written in a logic
programming language and its correctness with respect to our representation
was proven mathematically This proof was developed in conjunction with
writing a program and relied heavily on recent advances in logic programming
  The program was implemented by gradual transformation of the ini
tial speci
cation into an executable program The proof insured correctness
of these transformations
In the next section we give a short introduction into a syntax and se
mantics of an action description language L

used for modeling the RCS and
give examples of its use The description of the RCS will consists of an ac
tion description A containing description of eects of actions which can be
performed by 	ight controllers  and the collection  of axioms describing the
current state of the system The plan checking task can be reduced to verify
ing that  j
A
holds aftergoal plan where holds afterg  says that the
sequence  of actions is executable and that the goal g would be true if  were
executed The remaining sections will contain a short introduction to action
languages  the description of the logic program computing the consequence
relation j
A
  and the corresponding correctness theorems
 Language L

In this section we de
ne an action language L

which can be viewed as the
combination of action description language B

and query description language
Q

 We assume a 
xed signature 

which consists of two disjoint  nonempty
sets of symbols the set F of 	uents and the set A of actions Signatures of
this kind will be called action signatures By 	uent literals we mean 	uents
and their negations Negation of f   F will be denoted by f  Fluent literals
f and f are called contrary By l we denote the 	uent literal contrary to l
A set S  F is called complete if for any f   F f   S or f   S
Action description language B

provides a simple and elaboration tolerant
way to describe transition systems The action descriptions of B

consist of
arbitrary collections of propositions of the form
causesa l

 
 
     l
n
 
causedl

 l
 
     l
n
 
impossible if a l
 
     l
n
 
where a is an action and l

     l
n
are 	uent literals In each of the propositions
above  l

is called the head of the proposition and l
 
     l
n
 is called the body
of the proposition A proposition of the type  says that  if the action a were

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to be executed in a situation in which l
 
     l
n
hold  the 	uent literal l

will be
caused to hold in the resulting situation Such propositions are called dynamic
causal laws A proposition of the type   called a static causal law  says that
the truth of 	uent literals  l
 
     l
n
  in an arbitrary situation  s  is sucient
to cause the truth of l

in that situation A proposition of the type  says
that action a can not be performed in any situation in which l
 
     l
n
hold
In addition to the propositions above  we allow de nition propositions
which will be viewed as a shorthand for speci
c sets of static causal laws
De
nition propositions have the form
de nitionl

 l
 
     l
n
 
where l

     l
n
are 	uent literals The following restrictions apply to the use
of such propositions
i Neither l

nor l

belong to the head of any of the static or dynamic causal
laws
ii There are no de
nitions whose heads are contrary 	uent literals
Let
fde nitionl

 
 
     de nitionl

 
n
g 
be the set of all de
nitions  in an action description A  which contain l

in the
head The 	uent literal l

is true in any situation in which at least one of s
is true Otherwise it is false As was mentioned  de
nition propositions are a
shorthand for a larger set of static causal laws Under some conditions  the
de
nitions of  can be replaced by static causal laws as follows
i For each de nition l

 
i
     add a static causal law causedl

 
i

ii For each minimal wrt   consistent set of literals    falsifying

the
premises of   add a static causal law causesl

 
An action description A of B

de
nes a transition system describing eects
of actions on the possible states of the domain By a state we mean a consistent
set   of 	uent literals such that
i   is complete
ii   is closed under the static causal laws of A  ie for any static causal
law  of A  if fl
 
     l
n
g    then l

   
States serve as the nodes of the transition diagram Nodes  
 
and  

are
connected by a directed arc labeled by an action a if  

may result from
executing a in  
 
 The set of all states that may result from doing a in a state
  will be denoted by resa   Precisely de
ning this set for increasingly
complex action descriptions seems to be one of the main diculties in the
development of action theories In case of action descriptions from B

we will
use the approach suggested in 
We will need the following auxiliary de
nitions We say that an action  a  is
prohibited in a state     if A contains a statement impossible if a l
 
     l
n


A set of literals  falsies the premises of 	 if for each    j   n there exists a literal
l  
j
such that l  

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such that l
 
     l
n
    Let F be a set of 	uent literals of A By the causal
closure of F we mean the least superset  Cn
R
F   of F closed under the static
causal laws of A By Ea   we denote the set of all 	uent literals  l

  for
which there is a dynamic causal law causesa l

 l
 
     l
n
 in A such that
l
 
     l
n
    Following the approach in   e say that a state  
 
may result
from doing action a in a state   if
i a is not prohibited in  
ii  
 
satis
es the condition  
 
 Cn
R
    
 
  Ea  
An action description is called deterministic if for any action  a  and state 
   there is at most one state   
 
  satisfying the above conditions An action
description is called consistent if resa     i a is prohibited in  
One may observe that the complete understanding of the formal seman
tics of B

requires some eort Fortunately this eort is not necessary for
most users of the language Similar to other programming and speci
cation
languages the complete understanding is needed only if one wants to prove cor
rectness of compilers andor various properties of programs of B

 Otherwise 
informal understanding of the meaning of propositions of B

is sucient
 Query Description Language Q

The query language Q

over an action signature 

consists of two types of
expressions axioms and queries Axioms of Q

have a form
initially l 
where l is a 	uent literal A collection of axioms describes the set of 	uents
known to be true in the initial situation A set  of axioms is called consistent
with respect to an action description A if the transition system de
ned by A
has a state containing all ls such that initially l     is called complete if
for any 	uent literal initiallyl or initially l is in 
A query of Q

is a statement of the form
holds afterl  
where l is a 	uent literal and  is a sequence of actions The statement says
that  can be executed in the initial situation and  if it were  then 	uent literal
l would necessarily be true afterwards To give the semantics of Q

we need
the following de
nitions
Let T be a transition system over signature 

 We say that
i a path  

 a
 
  
 
     a
n
  
n
satis es an axiom initially l if l    

 
ii a query holds afterl a
n
     a
 
 is a consequence of a set  of axioms
in T if  for every path of T of the form  

 a
 
  
 
     a
n
  
n
that satis
es
all axioms in   l    
n

Now we are ready for the main de
nition Let A be an action description
in some action description language over signature 

and T be the transition
system described by A We say that a query Q is a consequence of a set  of
axioms in A symbolically   j
A
Q if Q is a consequence of  in T 

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In the next section we illustrate the use of L

for the design of a plan
checking system for the RCS
 The RCS Domain
The job of the RCS is primarily to provide maneuvering capabilities for the
Space Shuttle while it is in orbit When the RCS is functioning properly  or in
cases of single failures  there are prescripted plans to accomplish any desired
maneuver Due to the huge number of combinations of failures that may
occur  it is impossible to prescript a plan for each multiple failure situation
If multiple failures occur during a mission  it is left up to mission controllers on
the ground to develop the necessary plans Time constraints and the serious
repercussions of erroneous plans make a tool to help create and verify these
plans extremely desirable Such a tool could also be used by astronauts in case
communication to their ground controllers were lost Since astronauts have a
wider  but much less deep  knowledge of the shuttles systems  the availability
of a tool to help plan during a communications failure would greatly increase
the chance of success In this paper we describe a system used to verify plans
Work on a planning generator for the system is currently underway
The design of the system started with developing the action description
for the RCS A
RCS
  which contains information about the interconnection and
function of its valves  jets  fuel tanks  electrical circuits  and switches For
illustrative purposes  we will focus on propositions from A
RCS
which concern
the switches A more detailed description of the RCS domain model can be
found in    There are two types of switches in the RCS  each of which
can be in several dierent positions Each switch of the 
rst type controls a
pair of valves Each switch of the second type controls an electrical circuit In
order for the shuttle to be able to perform a maneuver  one or more jets must
be 
red The ability to 
re these jets depends on the states of the valves and
circuits  and therefore on the position of the switches In the RCS domain
there is only one type of action an agent can perform changing the position
of a switch Performing an action of 	ipping a switch to a position causes
the switch to be in the new position For each switch  S  and each position 
P   that the switch may be in  we will have the appropriate version of the
following dynamic causal law
causesipS P  positionS P   
Flipping a switch to a given position also ensures that the switch is in no
other position after performing the action If P and P are two dierent
positions then the dynamic causal law below describes this eect
causesipS PpositionS P  
Next we have a rule stating that it is impossible to 	ip a switch to a
position it is already in
impossible if ipS P  positionS P 
Note that  since there are  switches in the RCS subsystem  this rule cuts
the number of executable actions in a situation from  down to 
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For any switch S and valve V controlled by S we have the following static
causal law OPEN VALVE
causedopenV  positionS open
non functional open S
stuck closed  V 
The law states that if the switch S is set to the open position and both S
and V are functioning properly then V is open A
RCS
also contains a similar
causal law which states when the valve will be closed
One may wonder why this was not represented by a dynamic causal law
which states that 	ipping the switch causes the valve to be open if the proper
conditions were met This can be explained by the following example
Imagine we wish to model the operation of an ordinary lamp One is
tempted to have a dynamic causal law stating that if the switch is turned
on  then the light comes on But what if the bulb is burned out We could
add a precondition to the law stating that it only applies when the bulb is
good This  however  is only half the battle if we have an action to change
the bulb We would then need a dynamic causal law stating that changing
the bulb causes the light to be on if the switch is on Suppose we then update
the domain by saying that the lamp can be unplugged and we add a new
action to plug in the lamp Both of the previous dynamic causal laws need
to be updated and a new law needs to be added Now consider a dierent
approach The dynamic causal laws simply state that turning the switch on
causes the switch to be on and changing the bulb causes the bulb to be good
We then add a static causal law stating that if the switch is on and the bulb
is good then the light is on Now  in order to add the information about
plugging in the lamp  we simply add a new dynamic causal law stating that
plugging in the lamp causes it to be plugged in We also must modify the one
existing static causal law to re	ect that the lamp must be plugged in for the
light to be on This approach is preferable for two primary reasons First  as
was shown by the example  it is more elaboration tolerant The second reason
deals with the initial situation Using the 
rst approach  we could have a
consistent set of axioms which stated that the light was initially on and the
bulb was initially burned out Using the second approach  this initial situation
is not consistent since it is not closed with respect to the static causal laws
of the domain Notice that the above argument suggests the second dynamic
causal law above can be better written as a static causal law
causedpositionS P P  P positionS P 
This is indeed the case but we stay with the original representation since
it substantially simpli
es some of the proofs
In our language  we also allow de
nition propositions Certain circuits
within the RCS must be switched on in order to operate If X is such a circuit
and S is the switch that controls it  then if the switch is on and functioning 
then the circuit will be properly powered This is captured by the following
de
nition proposition POWERED CIRCUIT
de nitionpoweredX positionS onnon functional on S
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Note that this proposition is similar to the static causal law OPEN VALVE
A de
nition proposition is used since  unlike the law for OPEN VALVE  the
head of POWER CIRCUIT holds if and only if the preconditions are met
This subtle dierence can be illustrated by looking at the precondition that
the switch be functional In the case of the circuit  if the switch becomes non
functional while the circuit is powered  the circuit will no longer be powered
With a valve  if it is open and the switch fails  it does not close  it stays open
 Translation to Logic Programming
After completion of the action description of the RCS we addressed the prob
lem of computing the corresponding consequence relation This required
knowledge of logic programming but no additional knowledge of the shut
tle Our methodology for computing the consequence relation of L

is a slight
modi
cation of a general approach suggested in   It is based on trans
lating a domain description D consisting of action description and axioms
into a logic program

 D and reducing the computation of the consequence
relation in D to answering queries in  D
At the core of the translation is a collection of domain independent axioms
formalizing reasoning about eects of actions The development of these ax
ioms was substantially in	uenced by two decades of research in nonmonotonic
logics and semantics of logic programming This research led to the method
ology of representing and reasoning with defaults  ie statements of the form
normally  typically  as a rule elements of a class a have property p There
are several defaults which are frequently used in reasoning about eects of
actions The most important one  known as the commonsense law of inertia
  says that normally  things remain as they are Any axiom describing the
eect of an action on a state of the world represents an exception to this de
fault An agent reasoning about possible eects of his actions on the current
state of the world uses these axioms to derive the changes that would occur in
the current state after the execution of a particular action The law of inertia
is used to derive what does not change The problem of constructing a formal
framework which would allow us to express and reason with the law of inertia
is called the frame problem The use of negation as failure leads to a simple
solution of the frame problem for a broad class of dynamic domains
 Domain independent axioms
In this section we outline the set of domain independent axioms    We will
assume that the program contains rules de
ning the following relations
contraryFG is true i F and G are contrary 	uent literals
de ned literal L is true i L occurs in the head of a de
nition from the
corresponding action description

For a discussion of the logic programming language used and its applications to knowledge
representation see 


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frame literal F  i F is a 	uent literal which is neither a de
ned literal
nor the negation of de
ned literal
The next three rules de
ne executable sequences of actions
impossibleAjR impossible if AP  hold after PR
impossibleAjR impossibleR
executable R  not impossibleR
Here AjR is standard Prolog notation for the list with head A and tail R
Recall that  since we execute actions in the list from right to left  A is the last
action to be executed The 
rst two rules state that a sequence of actions
is impossible if either the last action in the sequence is impossible or if the
rest of the sequence is impossible The de
nition of executability relies on the
completeness of our domain description It says that if a sequence R of action
is not known to be impossible then it is possible
The next axiom determines what holds in the initial state of the domain
holds afterL   initially L
Here initially L is an axiom of Q


The next four rules determine the eects of causal laws of the corresponding
action description
holds afterL AjR causesAL P 
hold afterPR
executable AjR
The rule says that a literal  L  holds as the result of performing an executable
sequence of actions AjR  if the corresponding action description contains a
dynamic causal law causesA L P and all the preconditions from P hold after
the execution of R
holds afterLS causedLG
hold afterGS
executable S
The rule describes the eects of static causal laws
The next two rules are concerned with de
nition propositions
holds afterLS de nition LP 
hold afterP S
executable S
holds afterF S contraryFG
de ned literal G
not holds afterGS
executable S
The rules state that if there is a de
nition proposition with head L and body
P and all the preconditions from P hold after the execution of S then L also
holds Otherwise  L holds
The next pair of rules state when a set of literals hold
hold after  S
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hold afterHjT  A holds afterHA hold after TA
The 
rst says that the empty set of literals hold in any situation The second
states that a set of literals hold after a sequence of actions if each 	uent in
the set holds after that sequence of actions
The commonsense law of inertia is captured by the following rule which
states that 	uents are normally not changed by performing actions Accord
ing to general methodology for representing defaults we use an abnormality
predicate  ab   to block the rule when an action does cause a change in
the value of the 	uent
holds afterL AjR frame literal L
holds afterLR
not abLAR
executable AjR
Note that the inertia rule applies only to frame 	uents The values of other
	uents are fully determined by the rules for de
nition propositions
Finally  the last two rules state that a literal  L  is abnormal with respect
to the inertia axiom if L was caused by either a dynamic or static causal law
as a result of performing action  A  in the state that resulted from performing
action sequence  R
abFAR contraryFG
causesAGP 
hold after PR
abFAR contraryFG
causedGP 
hold after P AjR
 Correctness and Usage
The correctness of the program  with respect to the action description A
RCS
is based on the following general theorem about domain descriptions in L

and on some properties of the action description A
RCS
of the RCS domain
For this theorem we need the idea of acyclicity of an action description The
de
nition of acyclicity and proofs of the following and other related theorems
can be found in 
Theorem   Let D be a domain description consisting of a deterministic 
consistent  and acyclic action description A and a complete and consistent set
of axioms  Then for any query  holds afterl    j
A
holds after l  i
A    j holds afterl 
Proposition   The action description A
RCS
is deterministic  consistent 
and acyclic
To actually execute the logic program   A     we need to have an
interpreter capable of answering queries in logic programs with two negations
Such an interpreter  I  can be easily constructed on top of Prolog or XSB
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To insure its correctness we need to show that  given a program  of the
above form  the interpreter always terminates  does not require a so called
occur check  does not 	ounder  and satis
es several other simple properties
Fortunately  the theory of logic programming provides us with a comparatively
simple way to check all these properties and to prove the following proposition
Proposition   Let q be a ground query and   A
RCS
    where 
is a complete  consistent set of axioms Then given  and q  the interpreter I
answers yes i  j q
These results establish correctness of our program with respect to A
RCS

In order to use the program  the 	ight controllers need to specify the current
positions of the switches and valves  state the malfunctioning components  and
provide other similar information which constitutes  This requires knowl
edge of neither action description languages nor logic programming If needed 
consistency of the input can be checked automatically
 Conclusions
We believe that our experiment in the use of action languages was successful
The action language L

has proven to be simple to use and understand This
was primarily seen in our communications with people from USA We sent
an early version of the RCS action description to our contact there a former
	ight controller for the RCS with some knowledge of logic programming but
no prior experience with actions languages He was able to spot several errors
simply by reading over the description He also found the language intuitive
enough that he has since written a preliminary  more technically detailed 
domain description for another of the shuttles subsystems  using the RCS
action description as his only guide
The mathematical theory of action languages and logic programming proved
to be suciently developed to allow us to prove the properties of our system
As was intended  elements of logic programming were  for the most part  hid
den from the end users Logic programming  however  played a bigger role
than expected during the formalization of the RCS domain We also found
that  in this domain  in order to properly specify some of our propositions  we
needed to use recursive rules similar to that used in the de
nition of transitive
closure It remains to be seen if this can be avoided without a substantial
complication of representation So far we were not able to do that  which may
point to the usefulness of logic programming languages even in the speci
ca
tion phase of the project
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